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ABSTRACT
HTTP client hints are a set of standardized HTTP request headers
designed to modernize and potentially replace the traditional user
agent string. While the user agent string exposes a wide range of
information about the client’s browser and device, client hints pro-
vide a controlled and structured approach for clients to selectively
disclose their capabilities and preferences to servers. Essentially,
client hints aim at more effective and privacy-friendly disclosure
of browser or client properties than the user agent string.

We present a first long-term study of the use of HTTP client hints
in the wild. We found that despite being implemented in almost all
web browsers, server-side usage of client hints remains generally
low. However, in the context of third-party websites, which are
often linked to trackers, the adoption rate is significantly higher.
This is concerning because client hints allow the retrieval of more
data from the client than the user agent string provides, and there
are currently no mechanisms for users to detect or control this
potential data leakage. Our work provides valuable insights for
web users, browser vendors, and researchers by exposing potential
privacy violations via client hints and providing help in developing
remediation strategies as well as further research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network measurement; • Security and privacy
→Web application security; Privacy protections.
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Table 1: Example UASs for different web browsers, devices,
and OSs

Chrome 102 on Desktop PC with Windows 10
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/102.0.5005.63 Safari/537.36

Firefox 117 on iPhone with iOS 16
Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 16_6 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15
(KHTML, like Gecko) FxiOS/117.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/605.1.15

1 INTRODUCTION
The user agent string (UAS) [47] has long played an important role
for websites to obtain information about the client’s browser, operat-
ing system (OS) and device information. In web browsers, it is com-
monly a string with the format Mozilla/5.0 (<system-informa-
tion>) <platform> (<platform-details>) <extensions> [43]
(see Table 1). Websites use the UAS for security purposes to detect
bots [61] or legitimate users [65], but also in a privacy-invasive way
to track users across websites [20, 49]. As a countermeasure, initia-
tives by major web browser vendors recently started to deprecate
the static and information-rich UAS and replacing it with Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) client hints (CHs) [46, 59, 62]. These
aim to increase user privacy by default, submitting a low-entropy
version of the UAS. To obtain high-entropy features—which are
the default in the UAS—websites need to explicitly request them
from a user’s web browser via a dedicated HTTP response header.
Users will not directly notice this interaction, unless they inspect
the HTTP responses in the browser’s developer tools. Still, this
proactive approach reveals the type of information that websites
aim to collect about users.

Apart from these essentially privacy-respecting innovations,
however, HTTP CHs can provide much more information about the
client than the UAS when explicitly requested by the server. This
means that they can potentially be used to track users even better
than with the UAS. It is therefore very important to understand
whether HTTP CHs are misused for identification and tracking
purposes in practice. If this is done without users’ consent, which
would be the case when a user visits a website for the first time with-
out sending active consent, this could potentially violate current
privacy laws like the GDPR [21] and CCPA [56].

Besides that, there are also legitimate and legal purposes for
requesting HTTP CH data, like for security measures to prevent
unauthorized access [67]. Very relevant here is the case of risk-based
authentication (RBA) [18, 41, 60, 63, 65, 66], which is recommended
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by national authorities [5, 10, 25, 45] and often uses the UAS along-
side the IP address to determine in a risk estimation whether the
legitimate user is signing in. Since the UAS provides less informa-
tion with its deprecation, we hypothesize that RBA-using websites
might adopt HTTP CHs instead. As a major difference, the HTTP
CH requests can now give indications of potential features used
for the risk estimation, which was not possible with the UAS be-
fore. Learning this from other online services can help RBA system
designers to focus on effective features to protect their users from
attacks, such as credential stuffing [2] and password spraying [30].

Research Questions. HTTP CHs and their effects on online ser-
vices and users in the Web have not been studied intensively in
literature before. Understanding them is, however, very important,
as their usage might have consequences for online users’ privacy
and security. To close this research gap, we formulated the following
research questions.
RQ1: Adoption of HTTP CHs

a) How do website start pages adjust to the transition from
UAS to HTTP CHs?

b) Do websites request different HTTP CHs on the start
page and on the login page?

c) How do login pages using RBA adopt to the transition
from UAS to HTTP CHs?

d) How wide-spread are HTTP CH requests on login pages
in practice, also regarding requests from embedded third
party domains and known web trackers?

RQ2: Requested HTTP CHs
a) What HTTP CH data do websites and known web track-

ers request on login pages?
b) What HTTP CH data do websites request on their login

page when using RBA?
c) Do geographical location and the Internet Service Pro-

vider (ISP) make a difference in how websites request
HTTP CH data?

d) What HTTP CHs do different categories of websites re-
quest and to what level of detail?

e) What HTTP CHs do different RBA-instrumented web-
sites request and to what level of detail?

RQ3: Impact
a) How interconnected are HTTP CH requests by third

party domains with different login pages?
b) How much information do web browsers provide when

receiving HTTP CH requests?

Contributions. By answering the research questions, we con-
tribute the following to the current body of knowledge:

• First historical overview of HTTP CH usage on the
Web: Using historical crawling data, we provide an overview
of how the adoption of HTTP CHs on websites of the full
Tranco list1 with ≈8M of the most popular websites world-
wide (Tranco 8M) increased since its first appearance in
July 2017. Combined with our own crawling data of 327K
identified login pages on the Tranco 8M Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs), we also show that websites tend to request

1Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/GZP2K

more high-entropy HTTP CHs on login pages compared to
their corresponding start page.

• First large-scale analysis of HTTP CH usage on login
pages worldwide: Using our own crawling data, we show
the type and amount of user information that 327K login
pages request with HTTP CHs. We identify differences in
requested level of detail across different website categories.
We also show that websites known to use some sort of RBA
request higher level of detail than those without.

• HTTP CH analysis on RBA-using websites: We show
the type of HTTP CH features that RBA-using websites re-
quested and potentially used for their RBA risk estimation.

• Influence of third parties, trackers, regions and ISPs:
We provide an overview of how third parties and known
trackers request HTTP CH data, and how they are connected
to other websites. We show that third parties request a high
to very high level of detail from the user. We also show that
they are interconnected with 18.1% of the crawled 1,000 most
popular (Tranco 1K) and 13.8% of the 5,000 most popular
(Tranco 5K) websites, allowing user profiling across popular
websites. Our results also show that geographical region and
ISP have an effect on whether websites request HTTP CH
data.

• Open Data: We provide the HTTP CH results from the
crawled login pages as an open data set2 . This can be used
to reproduce our results and to conduct own research on
HTTP CHs. For researchers following ethical standards, we
also provide our data set of login page URLs on request3.

Our findings support developers, and security and privacy engi-
neers to gain insights on how HTTP CHs are used in practice and
how they are used in relation to tracking and RBA. Researchers
also get an overview of the popularity of HTTP CHs on the Web,
and obtain an open data set to do more research on HTTP CHs in
practice. Privacy experts and policy makers also gather information
on whether HTTP CHs might be used to breach users’ privacy,
although they were intended and introduced as a privacy measure.

2 HTTP CLIENT HINTS (HTTP CHS)
Before introducing the study, we first give an overview of HTTP
CHs and their implementation in web browsers.

2.1 Background
HTTP CHs [62] aim to be a privacy-preserving measure to request
client information from a user’s web browser. In contrast to the
UAS, a web browser only provides more fine-grained browser, OS,
and device information when a server sent an Accept-CH HTTP
response header in a previous protocol message exchange. This
header contains the type of information that the client should pro-
vide [62] (see Table 3 for the list of all possible HTTP CHs). The
client will cache this header and remember its values. Therefore,
in all subsequent client requests, the client’s browser will always
provide the requested information (e.g., the fine-grained browser

2Available at https://github.com/das-group/http-client-hints-dataset
3We decided not to publish this data openly to limit potential misuse by attackers
(e.g., automated credential stuffing attacks), although it could be possible that smart
attackers already own such URL data themselves.
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and OS version). Note that by means of this behavior, the website
can recognize whether a particular user has already visited the
website in the past. Beyond that, servers can also request device
and network information that was not included in the UAS, like
the client-measured round-trip time (RTT) or the display resolu-
tion. Note that some of this information could also be accessed via
JavaScript functions. However, HTTPCHs do not require JavaScript,
so preventing their data submission via deactivated JavaScript func-
tionality is no longer possible.

With the roll out of HTTP CHs in web browsers, Chromium-
based browsers started to deprecate the UAS and changed it to a
low entropy version that makes it less distinguishable from other
users [59]. Therefore, to obtain higher entropy information, servers
have to request it via HTTP CHs.

The first draft of the idea was published in March 2013 [26]. It
became an IETF draft in November 2015 [27] and then developed
to an experimental RFC in February 2021 [28], but it is not an RFC
standard yet. The specification of HTTP CHs was defined in a W3C
draft community group report [62], but is not a W3C standard yet.
Nevertheless, popular web browsers like Chrome and Edge already
support HTTP CHs, which affects more than 75% of web users
worldwide [12].

2.2 Implementation in Web Browsers
HTTP CHs have become a fundamental feature in contemporary
web browsers. Chrome first implemented support for HTTP CHs
in version 85 [58], which was released in August 2020 [14]. Mi-
crosoft Edge, built on the Chromium engine, also integrated support
for HTTP CHs in alignment with Chrome. Similarly, Brave, also
Chromium-based, synchronized its implementation with Chrome
and Edge. Safari and Firefox stand alone among the major browsers
in not offering support for HTTP CHs.

From this, it becomes apparent that HTTP CHs are supported
by major browsers. The fact that this support is offered by the
most widely used browsers with a desktop market share of 78%
(see Table 2 and Section 6.2) suggests that widespread availability
can be assumed in practice. However, this development remains
opaque to users because none of the supporting browsers offer users
the ability to control HTTP CHs. For example, there is no way to
limit third-party requests to low-entropy hints or to disable them
altogether. In principle, this poses a significant potential for abuse,
as the HTTP CHs that are originally intended to enhance privacy
can inadvertently and possibly even unlawfully be exploited to
track web users. Therefore, it is important to understand howHTTP
CHs are used in practice in order to take appropriate measures to
enhance transparency and control for web users.

3 STUDYING HTTP CH USAGE
To investigate HTTP CHs in the wild, we used various data col-
lection and analysis methods. We outline them in the following,
including ethical and legal considerations regarding the work.

3.1 Extracting Historical Crawling Data
The introduction of HTTP CHs goes back to the year 2013, which
was long before we decided to study this measure. To trace the
history of HTTP CHs in the web, we used data from the HTTP

Archive [33]. The data contains monthly to half-monthly crawls
of millions of popular start pages on the Internet as determined
by the Chrome User Experience Report (CrUX) data set [13]4. The
data used consisted of the URL, the timestamp of when it was
crawled, and the received HTTP response headers for this crawl.
A Chrome desktop browser with an empty browser cache crawled
each URL from Google cloud instances inside the US [33]. The
crawler then stored the results in the data set. As the data sets for
each crawl are quite huge (approx. 1 TB per crawl), we queried
the data using Google’s BigQuery [24]. In so doing, we extracted
the first sent HTTP responses from all crawled websites that ever
sent the Accept-CH HTTP response header. We focused on the first
response to make sure that no HTTP CH headers were cached by
the client at that time.

We started our data analysis with the December 2023 set and
went back in time until we found no more HTTP CH headers in the
data. As a result, we obtained the historical data of all start pages
crawled by the HTTP Archive that ever used HTTP CHs.

3.2 Data Collection on Login Pages
The crawled historical data only included the start pages of websites.
However, some websites may request other HTTP CH data during
the login process, e.g. to prevent account takeover. Also, different
privacy jurisdictions like GDPR [21] and CCPA [56] might limit the
amount of data collected by online services, including HTTP CHs.
For this reason, we additionally crawled HTTP CH header data from
login pages of the Tranco list websites from four different regions
on three different continents (North America: Johnstown, Ohio,
USA; Europe: Frankfurt and Biere, Germany; Asia: Singapore) and
two different ISPs, which were Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Deutsche Telekom (DT). We used this data to determine differences
in the HTTP CH behavior compared to the start page, and across
different regions and ISPs.

To determine login pages, we accessed the URLs from the Tranco
8M list from June 21st, 2022 and determined login page URLs using
an automated process (see Section 3.2.1). With the final list of login
page URLs, we started the crawling process (see Section 3.2.2).

For the whole login page detection and crawling process, we used
the Chromium browser version 103, which is compatible withHTTP
CHs [12, 59]. As websites might use bot detection mechanisms [37,
64], we automated the browser behavior with a patched version of
the Puppeteer framework [64] to appear as a human-like user.

3.2.1 Identifying Login Pages. It is possible that websites request
different client information in the login context. For instance, web-
sites might not need the full browser version to generate basic
traffic statistics. In case of RBA, e.g., a website might still be inter-
ested in the full browser version, as this might help to identify the
legitimate user accessing an online account. Therefore, we decided
to analyze both the start page and the login page of a website, to
be able to spot differences.

The website start page appears when the URL of a Tranco URL
entry is accessed. The login page is the web page where the login
credentials (most commonly username and password) are requested

4The HTTP Archive integrated the CrUX URLs in January 2018. We did not find
information on the URL data set used before that.
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Table 2: Overview of HTTP CH support across different devices and Browsers.

Samsung
Browser Chrome Brave Firefox Edge Internet Safari
Platform ø   ø   ø   ø    ø 

User-Agent (Low Entropy)  #   # # # # #  #  # # #
OS (Low Entropy)  #   # # # # #  #  # # #
Prefers Mobile UX  #   # # # # #  #  # # #
User Agent (High Entropy)  #  # # # # # #  #  # # #
User Agent Brand List  #  # # # # # #  #  # # #
OS (High Entropy)  #   # # # # #  #  # # #
Platform Architecture  # # # # # # # #  #  # # #
CPU Bitness  # # # # # # # #  #  # # #
Device Model  #  # # # # # #  #  # # #
Device Form Factor # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Prefers Reduced Data # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Viewport Width  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Client DPR  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Client’s RAM  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Round-Trip Time  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Bandwidth  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Network Profile  #  # # # # # #  #   # #
Light/Dark Mode  # # # # # # # #  #   # #
Prefers Reduced Motion # # # # # # # # #  #   # #
Reduced Transparency # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Contrast Preference # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
Forced Colors # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

ø: Desktop PC (macOS Catalina), : iOS 16 (Mobile),: Android 10 (Mobile)
Versions: Chrome 116, Brave 116, Firefox 117 (iOS, Android) and 116 (macOS), Edge 116, Samsung Internet 111,

Safari 605 (macOS) and 604 (iOS)

by the website. This login page can be located at the same or a dif-
ferent URL as the start page, whereby the latter URL is not included
in the Tranco list. Manually inspecting all 8M sites to determine the
login page URL would be rather impractical, and also dangerous
as some of them might contain illegal or harmful content. There-
fore, based on our observations on popular websites, we created a
systematic approach to determine the login URLs of the websites.

For each domain of the Tranco list, we conducted a three step
process, which we describe in the following. We explain the process
for the domain example.com. We considered Transport Layer Secu-
rity (TLS) mandatory for login pages, as it protects login credentials
from interception. Therefore, we only sent HTTP requests to the
https:// prefix version of a website. We ran this process on the
server infrastructure of our university using a university IP address
(location: Sankt Augustin, Germany).

Step 1: Collecting Potential Login URLs. As a first step, we
determined a list of URLs that could potentially be a login URL. We
designed this procedure based on our previous experiences with
websites and content crawling from them. We tested and improved
this procedure for one month, to make it as accurate as possible.
We first collected three types of potential login URLs and chose the
best candidate afterwards. These types were the following:

(i) We opened https://example.com, waited until the page was
fully loaded, and parsed the returned HyperText Markup Language

(HTML) [9] code to allow further analysis. We then added all URLs
contained in HTML <a> tags together with the link text to our can-
didate list. We assume that in most cases the login URL should be
among these links, when a website has a login page. (ii) We sent an
HTTP request to https://example.com/login, as we observed
this pattern often at login pages of websites. When we received
the HTTP status code 200 OK, which indicates that the URL points
to an existing resource, we added the URL with the page title re-
trieved from the HTML <title> tag—as we do not have a link text
here—to our candidate list. This should have further increased the
probability that we found a login page. (iii) As a last resort, we
opened the Google search engine and entered the search query
login site:example.com. This query should only return pages
containing the word login at the example.com website. We added
the results with the link text to our candidate list as well.

Step 2: Scoring Login URLs. After Step 1, we had a candidate list
of potential login URLs. To identify the best candidate, we scored
the URLs by checking both URL and the text associated with it. We
defined the criteria after a discussion of two researchers who made
observations at various websites in the wild.

We had a list of positive indicators, which consisted of different
variations of the words “login” and “sign in” in German and English.
We checked both languages, as we browsed from a German IP
address, so language variations were possible. Based on the matches
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with those indicators, we gave different scores: Matches of both
text and URL received three points, matching the URL but not the
text received two points, and matching the text but not the URL
received one point. We found the URL a better indicator than the
link text for rare cases where websites displayed different languages
than our tested ones.

We also found negative indicators. These were when the words
“help”, “premium”, “pro”, or “forgot password” appeared in a link text
or URL, with the URL being a higher indicator. We experienced
that such URLs rather opened a registration, password recovery,
or help desk page than a login page. We assumed that a higher
number of negative indicators decreased the probability of a crawled
URL being a login URL. Therefore, based on the matches with
these negative indicators, we reduced the following values from the
current scores using a ranking-based approach: Matches of both
text and URL lost three points, matching URL but not the text lost
two points, and matching text but not the URL lost one point.

Step 3: Determining Best Candidate. After the scoring process,
we determined the best candidate for the login URL as the URL with
the highest score. In case of multiple candidates with the highest
score, we only focused on the one that appeared first in the list. We
assume that links to login pages appear on the top area of a website,
so this link would be the first in our list based on how we ordered
it with our process.

With this approach, we determined 419K login page candidates
on June 22nd, 2022, which we used for the crawling process. We
verified the validity of our approach by reading the most popular
URLs of the determined login pages, comparing them with our
previous experiences on these websites, and checking a small subset
of them whether they lead to the login page.

3.2.2 Crawling Process. We crawled the login page candidates on
a monthly basis, from August 7th, 2022 to December 21st, 20235.
We assumed that a monthly time interval should be sufficient to
identify changes in the adoption of HTTP CHs. Also, as crawling a
huge number of URLs produces a large amount of data, we had to
limit our data collection to a reasonable level.

For each login page URL, our crawler started a new Chromium
browser session with empty cache and storage. We did this to make
sure that no HTTP CH requests were cached. Then, Chromium
initiated an HTTP request to the URL as a human-like Internet
user, and the crawler recorded the Accept-CH value, if present, of
the server’s HTTP response. We also recorded all browser-initiated
third party requests during the page loading, and recorded a present
Accept-CH response as well.

To mitigate being detected as a bot, we crawled the data using a
cluster of six different servers with six different IP addresses located
in three different zones in the same data center. We furthermore
limited the network throughput to 5 MBit/s and crawled the URLs
in random order. Each server had 12 GB SSD, 4 GB RAM and one
CPU core. Crawling the URLs took around three to four days per
iteration.

3.2.3 Filtering Login Pages. We aimed to investigate which web-
sites request HTTP CHs on their own login page. Websites might

5For technical reasons, we had crawling gaps of one (October 2022) and two months
(October/November 2023). However, the impact should be minimal (see Section 8).

change over time. To ensure a high data quality, we applied addi-
tional filtering after the crawling. Therefore, we made sure that the
domain name of the login URL matched the domain name of the
Tranco list entry. In so doing, e.g., https://login.example.com
was considered the valid login URL of https://example.comwhile
https://login.example.org was not.

3.2.4 Extracting Third Party Domains. We extracted the domain
names from all crawled URLs and all their resources that were
requested. To identify third party domains, we extracted the domain
names from all URLs and then kept all URLs which did not belong
to the same domain. We did this to only include URLs that are
external resources that are likely not directly related to the original
website (e.g., a subdomain pointing to an internal content delivery
network).

3.3 Data Analysis
We used the following methodology to analyze our collected data.

3.3.1 Aligning the Two Data Sets for Comparison. To allow com-
parisons between the historical crawling and login pages crawling
data sets, we only considered the domains in the analysis that were
present in both of them. We took the data from December 2023
from both HTTP Archive and our login pages crawl, to ensure that
we have the same state of crawling data. The crawling from the
HTTP Archive was from December 13th to December 23rd, 2023
and the login pages crawling fromDecember 16th to December 21st,
2023. As the total amount of HTTP CH websites did not change
to a large degree in that month, we assume that the changes of
websites using HTTP CHs were minimal. We then extracted a union
set of websites based on the domain names which were present in
both data sets. We took the domain names as some websites have
a dedicated subdomain for logins (e.g., accounts.google.com for
google.com). Then, we compared the requested HTTP CHs for the
start page and the login page. Our union subset contained 1,938
websites that used HTTP CHs.

3.3.2 Identifying HTTP CHs. We processed each Accept-CHHTTP
response header sent by the websites. This header included the list
of HTTP CHs requested by the server. The RFC [29] and W3C
draft [62] classified HTTP CHs into valid, deprecated, and exper-
imental ones (see Figure 4). We took their classification and con-
sidered HTTP CHs not valid when they did not appear in these
documents. HTTP CHs classified as experimental also belonged to
the valid ones.

3.3.3 Determining Level of Detail. To analyze the user trackability
on websites, we rated each of the available valid and deprecated
HTTP CHs by their level of detail that they potentially revealed
about a user. Based on related work by Alaca and van Oorschot [3],
and Wiefling et al. [63], we classified the HTTP CHs on a scale
with the ratings very low, low, medium, high, and very high (see
Table 3). In cases in which both publications did not give a rating
on a corresponding feature, we made the decision based on related
features with similar expected entropy. Based on the classifications
of all requested HTTP CHs, we determined the maximum level of
distinguishing information per website.
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Table 3: Classification of the level of detail for each available
HTTP CH (as defined in the RFC [29] and specification [62])

Level of
HTTP CH Header Detail Source Explanation

User Agent

User Agent (High Entropy) Sec-CH-UA-Full-
Version

Very High [63] User agent’s full semantic version string

User Agent Brand List Sec-CH-UA-Full-
Version-List

Very High [63] Full version for each brand in the user
agent’s brand list

OS (High Entropy) Sec-CH-UA-Platform-
Version

High [3, 63] Operating system version

Device Model Sec-CH-UA-Model Medium [3] Device model
OS (Low Entropy) Sec-CH-UA-Platform Low - Operating system (low entropy hint)
User Agent (Low Entropy) Sec-CH-UA Low [63] Branding and major version
CPU Bitness Sec-CH-UA-Bitness Very Low - CPU architecture bitness (mostly 32 or

64 bit)
Device Form Factor Sec-CH-UA-Form-

Factor
Very Low [63] Form factor of device (Automotive,

Mobile, Tablet, TV, VR, XR, Unknown)
Is Windows64 Sec-CH-UA-WoW64 Very Low - Binary runs on 64-bit Windows
Platform Architecture Sec-CH-UA-Arch Very Low - Platform architecture (mostly x86 or

ARM)
Prefers Mobile UX Sec-CH-UA-Mobile Very Low - Prefers a mobile user experience

(boolean value)

User Preference Media

Contrast Preference Sec-CH-Prefers-
Contrast

Very Low - Preference for contrast

Forced Colors Sec-CH-Forced-Colors Very Low - Forces a color scheme
Light/Dark Mode Sec-CH-Prefers-Color-

Scheme
Very Low - Prefers light or dark color scheme

Prefers Reduced Motion Sec-CH-Prefers-
Reduced-Motion

Very Low - Reduced motion preference setting (ei-
ther no-preference or reduced)

Reduced Transparency Sec-CH-Prefers-
Reduced-Transparency

Very Low - Prefers reduced transparency

Device Information

Viewport Width Viewport-Width Very High [63] Layout viewport width
Width Width Very High [63] Desired resource width
Client DPR Content-DPR Low [63] Image device pixel ratio
Client’s RAM Device-Memory Low [3, 63] Approximate amount of available client

RAM memory
Image DPR DPR Low [63] Client device pixel ratio

Network

Bandwidth Downlink High [3] Approximate bandwidth of the client’s
connection to the server

Network Profile ECT High [3] The effective connection type ("network
profile") that best matches the connec-
tion’s latency and bandwidth

Round-Trip Time RTT High [63] Application layer round trip time in mil-
liseconds

Prefers Reduced Data Save-Data Very Low - Preference for reduced data usage
(boolean value)

3.3.4 Website Classification. We classified the different HTTP CH
websites into different categories. Inspired by related work [23], we
queried the McAfee URL classification API [42] for all the websites
that used HTTP CHs.

Gavazzi et al. [23] studied more than 200 popular websites inside
the Tranco 5K regarding their RBA usage. We obtained their data
set with permission, and used their results to classify the crawled
websites from the Tranco 5K into those that used some form of
RBA and those that likely did not use RBA.

From the third party requests, we identified known trackers using
the EasyPrivacy list [19] that is commonly integrated in adblockers.

3.3.5 Comparisons. To identify significant differences between
the HTTP CH usage of different website categories and types in
RQ2, we used Pearson’s Chi-squared test for contingency table
analysis (𝜒2). We considered 𝑝 < 0.05 as significant. For pairwise
comparisons, we adjusted the p-values using Bonferroni correction
and used 𝛼 = 0.05 as the start level.

3.4 Ethical and Legal Considerations
We do not have a formal institutional review board process at our
university. Nevertheless, this study was carefully reviewed and
approved by the university’s data protection officer. Furthermore,
we made sure to minimize potential harm by complying with the

8M

419k

327k

4203Requested HTTP CH

Login Pages

Login Page Candidates

Websites Type
First Party

Analyzing First Party HTTP CH Requests

327k

118k

55k

1372
1046Known Trackers

Requested HTTP CH
Third Party Domains

Third Party Hostnames
Login Pages Type

First Party
Third Party

Analyzing Third Party HTTP CH Requests

Figure 1: Overview of the collected data and the results of
our data analysis, based on the data from December 2023.

ethics code of the German Sociological Association (DGS) and the
standards of good scientific practice of the German Research Foun-
dation (DFG). We also made sure to comply with the GDPR [21].

We used an external API to classify websites. Since the number of
URLs was much lower than the original 8M URLs used for crawling,
we kept the traffic to this external API to a minimum. Furthermore,
we only sent one HTTP request to each website in the crawling
process to keep the traffic as low as possible. We did not record
any response data beyond the Accept-CH HTTP header, to make
sure that no personally identifiable information was in the collected
data. We also identified the login page URLs with an automated
process to avoid that a person was accidentally confronted with
harmful or illegal content.

3.5 Results
In the following sections, we show the results of our study ordered
by the research questions. Unless otherwise noted, we used the
results from the European region using the DT ISP. Figure 1 shows
the amount of data we collected and the identified websites and
third parties that requested HTTP CHs during our study.

4 ADOPTION OF HTTP CHS (RQ1)
We first describe the results regarding the HTTP CH adoption on
website start pages and login pages, also those using RBA.

4.1 Website Start Pages (RQ1a)
The adoption of HTTP CHs on website start pages has increased
since its introduction in 2013, with some notable peaks in 2020 and
2022 (see Figure 2). An HTTP CHs request first appeared on the
punknews.org website in July 2017, and this was the only website
using HTTP CHs for a long time. From July 2018, more websites
started adopting HTTP CHs, and this was also the first time they
appeared inside the Tranco 5K. The Tranco 1K followed a year after
in September 2019.

In June 2020, Google wrote a blog article about HTTP CHs with
the aim of soon replacing UAS with HTTP CHs in the Chrome
browser [44]. After that, a first large peak in HTTP CH adoption
was noticable. At the end of August 2022, the Google Chrome team
also warned developers that the UAS would change to a reduced
version in October 2022 and that websites would have to switch
to HTTP CHs to gather more user information again [46]. At this
point, we observed the second big increase in HTTP CH adoption
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Figure 2: Observed HTTP CH adoption rates on start pages
over time, grouped by rankings inside the Tranco list. The
data is taken from the HTTP Archive crawling data, that
crawled the whole Web each month.

on the Web. Overall, the use of HTTP CHs has remained at a very
marginal level since its introduction.

4.2 Difference Between Login Page and Start
Page (RQ1b)

For the crawled websites that use HTTP CHs, 54% behaved differ-
ently on start and login pages. The majority of them (90.6%) did not
request HTTP CHs on their login page while requesting HTTP CHs
on the start page. However, the login pages requested more HTTP
CHs (𝑋 = 4.5; 𝑆𝐷 = 2.86) than the start pages (𝑋 = 1; 𝑆𝐷 = 3.43).

The behavior was not constant based on the Tranco ranking
(see Figure 3a). While the majority of the 10 most popular websites
did not show a different behavior, few websites until Tranco 100
requested different HTTP CHs. Websites between Tranco 100 and
Tranco 1K then often requested different HTTP CHs. After that,
we observed mixed behavior until between Tranco 10K and Tranco
100K. After that, most websites requested the same HTTP CHs on
login page and start page again.

As the HTTP CHs requested by login pages seemed to be more
detailed, we used our login pages data for the subsequent analyses.
This allowed us to gain a larger and probably more realistic view
of the HTTP CH adoption on the Web.

4.3 Login Pages Using RBA (RQ1c)
The amount of RBA websites that used HTTP CHs during our ob-
servation was low. Out of 73 websites with potential RBA usage, 12
(16.4%) sent an HTTP CH header. In terms of different online ser-
vice providers, these were nine, while there were multiple domains
belonging to the online service Amazon. We show more details on
these services and their requested HTTP CHs in Section 5.4.

4.4 Distribution in Practice (RQ1d)
Aside from very popular online services, the overall HTTP CH
adoption on login pages on the Web remained very low. While the
the most popular websites from the Tranco list started using HTTP
CHs, the adoption rate constantly declined with a lower rank on the
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Figure 3: (a) Percentage of websites showing identical HTTP
CH behavior on their login page compared to the start page.
(b) Percentage of websites that use HTTP CHs based on their
rankings inside the Tranco list.We calculated the usage based
on the data from December 2023.

Tranco list (see Figure 3b). However, many of the websites included
requests to third party domains, some of which also requested
HTTP CHs. When taking these into account, HTTP CH data was
collected by third parties on 18.1% of websites inside the Tranco 1K.
About half of them were also known trackers at this point.

4.5 Discussion
Websites tended to requested more HTTP CHs on their login pages
than on their start pages. It could be possible that they only re-
quested additional information when it was necessary for their
service (e.g., preventing attacks by malicious actors). However, it
could also be possible that they hid their real HTTP CH usage
from crawlers browsing the start pages only. Nevertheless, this
suggests that the typical crawl of a website’s start page may not
reflect real-world HTTP CH usage and that the collected user in-
formation could be more detailed. Following this, future research
should include more URLs besides a website’s start page to obtain
more realistic usage statistics on HTTP CHs.

HTTP CHs seemed not to be used by a lot of websites in practice.
However, the websites that usedHTTPCHswere very influential on
people’s daily lives and have a large amount of traffic (e.g., Google,
Facebook, and Amazon). Therefore, they could potentially still
collect a lot of user data although the HTTP CHs were introduced
as a measure to protect “users’ privacy [...] against covert tracking
methods” [44]. This is also highlighted by the large amount of
embedded third party resources requesting HTTP CHs. We did not
identify all of them as trackers. Nevertheless, we assume that this
is only a lower bound as trackers try to circumvent detection [39].

5 REQUESTED HTTP CHS (RQ2)
Requested HTTP CHs can vary largely in practice. In the following,
we show the differences between the various website types and
client attributes, as well as the level of detail that websites requested.

5.1 Used HTTP CHs (RQ2a, b)
The usage of HTTP CHs on Tranco 5K websites significantly dif-
fered from the full Tranco 8M crawled (see Figure 4b and c). There
were also significant differences between Tranco 5K websites with
and without RBA usage. Especially the high entropy user agent
feature was significantly less used on the Tranco 8M than on the
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Figure 4: Top 20 HTTP CHs used among all websites and trackers that used HTTP CHs in the study. (*: Experimental HTTP CH)

Table 4: Significant 𝜒2 results and pairwise comparison 𝑝-
values for valid HTTP CHs. We omitted 𝑝-values greater
than 0.05.

Level of 5K with RBA/ Tranco 8M / Tranco 8M /
HTTP CH Detail 𝑝 𝜒2 5K without RBA 5K with RBA 5K without RBA

Viewport Width Very High 0.0006 14.8 0.0411 0.0027 -
User Agent Brand List Very High <0.0001 146.9 - <0.0001 <0.0001
User Agent (HE) Very High <0.0001 104.4 - <0.0001 <0.0001
Bandwidth High 0.0001 18.6 0.0034 0.0012 -
OS (HE) High <0.0001 36.4 - 0.0018 <0.0001
Network Profile High 0.0001 18.7 0.0034 0.0011 -
Round-Trip Time High 0.0001 18.6 0.0034 0.0012 -
Device Model Medium <0.0001 216.1 0.0074 0.0038 <0.0001
OS (LE) Low <0.0001 35.1 - - <0.0001
Client’s RAM Low 0.0113 9.0 - 0.0412 -
User Agent (LE) Low 0.0002 17.4 0.0220 - 0.0005
Client DPR Low <0.0001 26.7 0.0004 <0.0001 -
Device Form Factor Very Low <0.0001 110.6 - 0.0474 <0.0001
Platform Architecture Very Low <0.0001 166.6 - 0.0090 <0.0001
Prefers Mobile UX Very Low 0.0175 8.1 0.0422 0.0417 -
Light/Dark Mode Very Low <0.0001 22.8 - - 0.0001
Prefers Reduced Data Very Low 0.0007 14.5 - - -
Is 64-bit Windows Very Low <0.0001 57.2 - 0.0074 <0.0001
CPU Bitness Very Low <0.0001 79.4 - 0.0336 <0.0001
HE: High Entropy, LE: Low Entropy

Tranco 5K. Table 4 shows the HTTP CHs that were signficantly dif-
ferent among the website types, with the Tranco 5K collecting more
high-entropy user data than the Tranco 8M. Some websites also
requested invalid HTTP CHs, mostly because of typos or potential
misinterpretation of the HTTP CH values (see Section 5.5).

Some HTTP CHs were significantly less popular among known
trackers (𝑝 < 0.0001, see Figure 4c and d). These were (Viewport)
Width, Bandwidth, Network Profile, Round-Trip Time, Image DPR,
Client DPR, Prefers Reduced Data, and Device Form Factor. The other
HTTP CHs were not significantly different from the Tranco 8M.

5.2 Geographical Location and ISP (RQ2c)
We observed differences between regions.While our crawlings from
North America and Asia both identified 4,077 websites requesting
HTTP CHs, this was different in our Europe crawls. The crawl
using the AWS ISP revealed 4,089 websites and the crawl with the
DT ISP identified 4,203 websites. The ranking of requested HTTP
CHs did not change between the different crawls.
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Figure 5: Top 25 categories of the Tranco 8M websites that
used HTTP CHs, their percentage, their number of valid
HTTP CHs requested, and the median level of detail they
requested with the HTTP CHs. There is a maximum of 19
possible HTTP CHs. We also counted deprecated HTTP CHs
as valid here, as they can still be valid in some browsers.

5.3 Level of Detail Requested (RQ2d)
Figure 5 shows the median requested level of detail for each website
category. Many of the crawled website categories requested a high
level of detail, like the fine-grained browser or OS name and version.
These were also the ones that requested more than the median of
one HTTP CH.

5.4 RBAWebsites (RQ2e)
Figure 4a shows the most requested HTTP CHs from the websites
that used RBA. Compared to the Tranco 5K without RBA, they
significantly requested more HTTP CHs with high level of detail
(see Table 4).

Table 5 lists the identified RBA-using websites and the informa-
tion they requested from the user with the HTTP CHs. Except for
Amazon, all websites requested user agent information. Amazon
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Table 5: Overview of RBA websites that use HTTP CHs, and
the HTTP CHs they requested (sorted from very high to very
low level of detail).

Website Classification (Very) High Medium (Very) Low

amazon.[com, in,
de, co.uk]

Online Shopping OS (High Entropy)*
Viewport Width
Round-Trip Time
Bandwidth
Network Profile

OS (Low Entropy)*
Client DPR
Client’s RAM

bedbathand
beyond.com

Online Shopping OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List

Device Model Platform Architecture

etsy.com Online Shopping OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
Round-Trip Time
Bandwidth
Network Profile

Prefers Mobile UX
User Agent (Low Entropy)
Platform Architecture
CPU Bitness
OS (Low Entropy)
Client DPR
Prefers Reduced Data

facebook.com Social Network-
ing

OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
Viewport Width

Device Model Light/Dark Mode
Client DPR

google.com Internet Services OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
User Agent (High Entropy)

Device Model Is 64-bit Windows
Platform Architecture
CPU Bitness
OS (Low Entropy)
Device Form Factor

mail.ru Portal Sites OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
User Agent (High Entropy)

Device Model OS (Low Entropy)

microsoft.com Business OS (High Entropy),
User Agent (High Entropy)

- OS (Low Entropy)

paypal.com Finance/ Bank-
ing

OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
User Agent (High Entropy)

Device Model Is 64-bit Windows
Platform Architecture
CPU Bitness

p*****b.com Pornography OS (High Entropy)
User Agent Brand List
User Agent (High Entropy)

Device Model User Agent (Low Entropy)
Platform Architecture
OS (Low Entropy)

*: Not on amazon.com

and Etsy, however, requested network information like the band-
width and the client-originated RTT. These were also the RBA-using
websites that requested the highest level of detail.

5.5 Discussion
Most websites tended to collect low entropy data, except for the
OS where high and low entropy versions were requested at the
same level. We assume that strong privacy regulations [21, 56]
might had an impact here, so that online services avoided collecting
high entropy data without explicit user consent. This could be
an improvement of privacy compared to the UAS. Nevertheless,
Tranco 5K websites tended to collect more fine-grained user data
than the Tranco 8M. That is probably because their business models
often depend mainly on collected user data [69] and that they have
enough money and power to defend themselves against privacy
lawsuits compared to smaller websites [68]. Also, websites might
still be able to gather user information from third parties although
they do not collect this information themselves, e.g, by matching it
with the full IP address that can still be recorded.

In contrast to the other websites, Amazon did not seem to rely
on the high-entropy user agent for their RBA algorithm. Instead,
they collected network information like the RTT. A more reliable
version would be to measure the RTT from the server side, which
is possible, e.g., with WebSockets [63] or token exchanges [31].
Nevertheless, it could be possible that the server-side RTT is also
measured, and then compared with the client-submitted version to
detect whether the client tried to spoof some values.

Our crawlings revealed that some websites change their HTTP
CH behavior based on ISP and region. Especially the different ISP
revealed more than 100 HTTP CH using websites than before.
This likely means that some websites detected AWS instances and
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Figure 6: Network of third party domains that request HTTP
CH data at the login pages of Tranco 5K websites (dark gray
dots). The color at the third party domains shows their re-
quested level of detail (light red: high, dark red: very high).
None of the third party domains requested a medium or
lower level of detail from the user

changed their behavior based on it. Therefore, we assume that our
results using the different ISP better reflect the real-world HTTP
CH behavior on the Web. Also, we were able to detect more web-
sites with HTTP CHs when residing in the EU. One reason for this
could be that we identified the login pages from a server inside one
country and that few websites applied some kind of geoblocking to
clients outside of that country. Based on our crawled data, however,
we cannot fully test this hypothesis as the access to the server-side
logic would have been required.

HTTP CHs are not consistently worded. When related to the
UAS, they start with sec-ch-. In all the other cases, for device
and network information, they do not have this prepending string.
We had the impression that some website developers seemed to
get this wrong, even those belonging to high-traffic websites in-
side the Tranco 5K. This can be seen by the fact that the HTTP
CH for client’s RAM (Device-Memory) was often spelled wrong
(Sec-CH-Device-Memory, see Figure 4a, b, and d). Further research
should investigate whether this is a common usability issue for
developers and how HTTP CHs should be designed to avoid such
pitfalls.

6 IMPACT (RQ3)
To better understand the impact of our results, we also studied
the interconnection of the different third party domains and the
browser support in practice.

6.1 Interconnection of Third Party Domains
(RQ3a)

Some crawled login pages implicitly submitted HTTP CH data
to large tracking and content delivery networks by referencing
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third parties, who were integrated on other login pages as well
(see Figure 6). These third party domains were interconnected with
popular websites, many of which did not use HTTP CHs themselves.
These covered 18.1% of the crawled Tranco 1K, 13.8% of Tranco
5K, 13.3% of Tranco 10K, and 9.1% of Tranco 100K websites (see
Figure 3b).

6.2 Browser Support (RQ3b)
To estimate the real-world impact of HTTP CHs, we measured how
browsers on three different devices (desktop, iOS, Android) interpret
the different HTTP CHs. Therefore, we opened a website that sent
an Accept-CHHTTP header containing all possible values from the
RFC [29] and specification [62]. Then we measured the response of
the corresponding browser. We included the most popular browsers
based on their market share in desktop and mobile devices [57]. As
a privacy-baseline besides Firefox, we also included Brave, which
is a well-known privacy-oriented browser [40].

The results show that web browsers Chrome and Edge support
a wide range of HTTP CHs in the desktop and Android browser
versions (see Table 2 in Section 2.2). Brave on desktop and Samsung
Internet for Android only support a subset of them. All mobile
browsers on iOS as well as the Safari and Firefox browsers on all
devices did not support any HTTP CH variants.

6.3 Discussion
Although the amount of third parties requesting HTTP CHs was
low compared to the first parties, their influence on tracking users
across websites is huge.

Most of the third parties requested a very high level of infor-
mation using HTTP CHs, potentially allowing them to track users
across websites. Some involved third parties were online services,
which were also interconnected with trackers (e.g., amazon.com,
microsoft.com, google.com). With a successful login on these online
services, we assume that the involved third parties might be able to
associate the tracking data with a user account and eventually also a
real-world identity. This could be done with approaches like cookie
respawning [22], which aim to restore cookie data with the help of
browser fingerprinting attributes. This affects the majority of web
users. Following the market shares of Chrome (65% desktop, 65%
mobile), Edge (13% desktop, 0.3% mobile), and Samsung Internet
(4% mobile) [57], we can assume that at least 78% of desktop and
69% of mobile users are trackable with HTTP CHs.

Interestingly, browsers on iOS do not seem to send HTTP CH
responses. One reason for this could be that app developers have to
meet high data protection requirements in order to get into Apple’s
App Store [4].

7 RELATEDWORK
The invasion of web user privacy by third parties while browsing
the Web is ubiquitous today. Over the years, many tracking tech-
nologies have evolved, with cookies being the first and still widely
used tracking technology [11, 22, 50, 54]. With the many counter-
measures developed and implemented in web browsers, either as
an integral part or as available add-ons [51, 52], new approaches to
track web users evolved. These include user sessions [1, 16], client
memory and cache [55], domain name system entries [15, 17], and

fingerprinting [38]. Some of them are even rather persistent track-
ing mechanisms [1, 22]. The UAS has always been part of this
tracking mixture. However, the UAS can also be used for good, for
example in RBA where it is considered a useful feature to detect
and prevent malicious account takeovers [63, 65]. HTTP CHs were
introduced to replace the UAS.

Senol and Acar [53] measured the usage of HTTP CHs for track-
ing purposes on the top 100K sites from the Chrome User Experi-
ence Report list in June 2023. They found that third-party domains
frequently requested high entropy HTTP CHs from the user. Our
study confirms their observations. Our results go beyond that, and
provide a timely overview of HTTP CH usage on the Web, inves-
tigated the HTTP CHs usage on (RBA-instrumented) login pages,
and identified differences in HTTP CH usage between first and
third party domains, start pages and login pages, geographical user
locations, and used ISPs.

Intumwayase et al. [35] crawled a rank-sliced randomized sample
of 12K domains belonging to the Tranco 1M to study the usage of
UASs on the Web. They found that only few websites use the user
agent to adjust the website contents. Following the results, they
suggested to replace the UAS with HTTP CHs to reduce trackability
by online services. Our analysis showed, however, that trackers
seem to adjust to this change and obtain even more fine-grained
user information via HTTP CHs as well.

Related work also measured the usage of tracking mechanisms
on the web. Papadogiannakis et al. [48] crawled one million web-
sites to study whether they continue tracking users that rejected
a cookie consent banner. They found that more than 14K of them
tracked their users even when they did not consent to cookie-based
tracking. Fouad et al. [22] crawled the top 30K websites and found
that more than 1K of them use browser fingerprinting to restore
cookies deleted by a user. Especially the IP address and user agent
features were commonly used to achieve that. In contrast to our
work, all studies did not include HTTP CHs. Our work furthermore
shows that HTTP CHs are commonly used by known trackers, and
therefore potentially used to improve the user tracking abilities.

Iqbal et al. [36] measured the usage of browser fingerprinting on
the Alexa 100K websites. Bahrami et al. [6] did a similar approach
with long-term measurement by crawling historical data from the
Wayback Machine [34]. Both works proposed tooling to detect us-
age of different JavaScript API components for tracking. However,
as HTTP headers were out of scope, they did not mention HTTP
CHs in their work. Also, the methodology using the Wayback Ma-
chine has flaws as it crawls from different locations and different
time periods [32]. Using our own crawling, we showed that HTTP
CHs are probably used by trackers for tracking purposes.

8 LIMITATIONS
Our results are limited to the points in time where we crawled
the data. It is possible that some websites requested HTTP CHs
in a time period that was shorter than one month. Judging from
the observed overall tendencies regarding HTTP CH adoption over
time, however, we assume that the impact of this should be minimal.

We did not interact with the login pages and only recorded
the first HTTP response. It is still possible that websites would
have requested HTTP-CH data after submitting the login form.

10
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Nevertheless, our data still provides indications that websites show
a different HTTP CH behavior on login pages compared to their
start pages.

Our goal was to measure how web browsers with deactivated
JavaScript (e.g., privacy-savvy users) could be tracked. It is still
possible that online services used JavaScript to extract sensitive
user information [53]. Therefore, our study results rather represent
a lower baseline of websites that track their users.

We analyzed the HTTP CHs that were sent using the Accept-CH
HTTP header. An expired IETF draft suggested that HTTP CHs
could also be sent in the TLS 1.3 handshake when using 0-Round-
Trip-Time and the TLS Application-Layer Protocol Settings (ALPS)
Extension [7]. However, we found no indications that this was used
in practice. We crawled the TLS handshake of the websites and did
not see any response where this was included. Furthermore, it shall
be noted that also the IETF draft for TLS ALPS has expired [8].

9 CONCLUSION
HTTP CHs were introduced to replace the UAS as a privacy mea-
sure in almost all major browsers, but they can be abused to collect
even more data from users than was originally possible. In this
paper, we present the first long-term study of the use of HTTP
CHs in the wild. We found that RBA-instrumented websites tend
to collect more detailed user data than those without RBA. Never-
theless, the use of HTTP CHs remains generally low despite their
implementation in almost all web browsers. However, in the con-
text of third-party websites, which are often linked to trackers, the
usage rate is significantly higher. This is concerning because HTTP
CHs allow the retrieval of more data from the client than the UAS
provides for, and there are currently no mechanisms in place for
users to detect or control this potential data leak. To protect against
these practices, browsers should incorporate countermeasures that
allow users to control what information they choose to reveal via
HTTP CHs, and they should have reasonable default settings that
maximize privacy.
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